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Dear Viewer,

THE IDEA: A DIFFERENT STORY

ABOUT ELECTIONS

In the fall of 2004, we started thinking about

making a film on the upcoming 2004 election.

We knew that there was ample coverage of

the “horse race” of the campaigns and that

the close contest between “red” and “blue”

states was at the forefront of everyone’s

minds, so we looked to covering something

different. We set out to depict portraits of real

people who make our democracy work,

whose actions are not the kind of thing that

would make the evening news. The jumping-

off place for Election Day was the 2000

election, which had brought the failures of

our voting systems into sharp focus. We

decided to look at how the shadow of that

election would affect the attitudes and

experiences of voters and poll-workers

across the country in 2004.

THE FORMAT: MANY LOCATIONS, MANY CHARACTERS AND ONE DAY TO SHOOT

Election Day is one of the few days in the United States on which so many Americans are collectively engaged in a common activity.

More than 100 million of us across the country vote together on a single day. This short span of time — less than 24 hours —

encompasses a mammoth operation through which the people choose the leader of the free world, in addition to countless local

officials. We decided on a “form-follows-function” approach to the film’s structure: that which the U.S. populace does in one day,

so would the film. We would shoot all the footage on November 2, 2004. There are many fiction films that use this one-day conceit,

but constructing a documentary film on a national scale out of a single day’s footage was an immense challenge.

Filmmaker Katy Chevigny.

Photo courtesy of William Rexer II



THE PLAN: A BIG ONE-DAY SHOOT

Starting in late September, our small production team set ourselves the task of “casting” the different characters, locations and

stories we intended to follow on November 2, 2004. This was a massive undertaking that required calling upon colleagues, friends

and family for leads on interesting, unusual and colorful Election Day scenarios. We also worked with some nonprofit election

reform partners, such as the Global Exchange, the Brennan Center for Justice, Project VOTE and Demos, who provided valuable

insights into locations where problems or improvements in the voting systems were apparent. Producers Maggie Bowman and

Dallas Brennan Rexer, in tandem with associate producer Christina King and other staff producers at Arts Engine, created a giant

grid on the wall — what we called the matrix — so we could cross-reference characters with locations and available crews.

In addition to the casting, the team was also tenacious in fighting for access to film in polling places around the country, something

that is often discouraged by local election offices if not downright prohibited, as in the state of Florida. These prohibitions intensified

our determination to get into polling places as much as we could.

One of the dangers of working with multiple crews is that the look of the film might not be consistent across locations. To address

this, I created a document that served as a set of guidelines for the kind of cinema verité style I was looking for; “Pay attention to

the small regional detail, the quiet moment. We don’t need talking-head interviews. Don’t ask the subjects to repeat actions. We don’t

need to shoot it like we’re TV news crews, but instead shoot it like this is a story of one person’s daily activities.”

I also had extensive conversations with each director of photography and each field producer, many of whom were acclaimed

filmmakers who generously offered their time to work one long, grueling day. Our star crews included Kirsten Johnson, cinematog-

rapher and co-director of our previous film, Deadline; Dana Kupper, award-winning cinematographer of Stevie; Juan Carlos Zaldívar;

and Vic Losick; among many others.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

One of the governing principles of our edit process was that the film structure would loosely follow the chronology of the day,

starting at 4:30 a.m. with Jim Fuchs in Chicago and ending after 1 a.m. in Quincy, Florida. Another principle was that we would steer

away as much as possible from the known story of the presidential race in order to focus on the local situations of our characters

and places. And finally, as a sort of creative philosophy we wanted to ensure that we left space in the film for minor details of

character, place and time. This was partly because the footage demonstrates how aptly the phrase “the devil is in the details” sums

up many of the major problems in the electoral process. Also, by preserving the visual and auditory nuances of various locations

around the country we hoped to make the film a specific portrait of the United States in 2004 as well as a commentary on the

election process itself.

With those broad guidelines, we then had the task of screening all 105 hours of footage and searching for the similarities and

contrasts that would give the film vivid texture and drama. After narrowing the footage down to our favorite scenes, the rest of the

process was essentially a Sudoku puzzle consisting of which scene goes where in the timeline. As we moved closer to the end of

the process, it became increasingly clear that moving one scene caused a ripple effect that changed the emotional tenor of a

number of surrounding scenes as well. The decisions we made within this puzzle result in a final film structure that reflects this

interdependence among the stories. Our hope is that the effect of Election Day on the viewer is greater than the sum of its parts,

showing a portrait of the U.S. election system that no one has seen before.

Katy Chevigny, Director
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“In making Election Day, we set out to depict the real people

who make our democracy work, but whose actions are not the

stuff of the evening news,” says filmmaker Katy Chevigny.

Knowing that the 2000 election had revealed significant cracks

in the foundations of America’s local voting systems, Chevigny

sent 14 film crews to cities and towns across the United States

to observe the 2004 voting experience. The resulting feature-

length (80-minute) documentary interweaves stories that are

both representative and unique.

Election Day is an unusual political film in that it is not about

candidates, political races, or debates over issues, but rather, it

is a nuanced exploration of the act of voting. It provides a

snapshot of the nation through portraits of voters, poll workers,

party faithfuls and even people who have opted out of the

process altogether.

As an outreach tool, Election Day gives people a chance to stop

and ponder the value and effectiveness of a process that many

Americans take for granted. As it reveals uneven voting

experiences across the country, it challenges viewers to think

about the nature of American democracy and whether what

happens on the ground adequately achieves the nation’s

democratic ideals.
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A pollworker on November 2, 2004 labels a spoiled

ballot envelope at the end of the night.

Photo courtesy of Kirsten Johnson



2004 Voters
On November 2, 2004, 122 million people — 64 percent of

American citizens age 18 and older — went to the polls, an

increase from the previous presidential election in 2000, when

60 percent of American citizens of voting age turned out.

Turnout rates in 2004 varied among different populations:

• Among those age 18 and older, 67 percent of non-Hispanic
whites voted, an increase of five percentage points over
2000.

•Among blacks, turnout increased by three percentage
points in 2004, to 60 percent.

•Voting rates for Asian and Hispanic populations did not
change.

•A higher proportion of women than men went to the polls
— 65 percent and 62 percent, respectively.

•Seventy percent of Americans over age 45 participated,
whereas only 58 percent of those from ages 18 through 24
did.
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Election officials in Quincy, Florida try to interpret voter intent

on questionable ballots on November 2, 2004.

Photo courtesy of Kirsten Johnson



• Nearly eighty percent of people who have a bachelor’s
degree voted, compared with 56 percent of people who
have only a high school diploma.

• Seventy three percent of veterans voted, whereas 63
percent of nonveterans voted.

Sources:

“Presidential Turnout Rates for Voting-Age Population (VAP) and Eligible

Population,” United States Election Project, George Mason University

http://elections.gmu.edu/voter_turnout.htm;

“U.S. Voter Turnout Up in 2004, Census Bureau Reports.”

U.S. Census Bureau News, May 26, 2005, http://www.census.gov/

Press-Release/www/releases/archives/voting/004986.html,

http://elections.gmu.edu/Voter_Turnout_2004.htm.

2004 Election Controversies
In a poll taken shortly before the 2004 election, a majority of

likely voters expressed doubt that their votes would be counted

properly, and a third anticipated problems at the polls.

Afterward, much of the criticism focused on Ohio, where voting

was flawed in some districts by malfunctioning voting

machines, extremely long lines (including waits of more than

two hours), poorly trained poll workers and inconsistencies in

the use of provisional ballots.

General criticisms included the use of outmoded voting

machines, confusing and inconsistently enforced registration

rules, the influence of partisan election officials, congestion at

the polls, and electronic voting machines that produced no

independently verifiable paper trail. Adding to the confusion, in

2004 there were roughly 50 different kinds of voting systems

and machines in place.

In 2004, there were allegations of voter fraud and restrictions

on voter access in several states, prompting investigations by

journalists, independent groups, activists and — at the request

of Congressman John Conyers, D-Ga. — the Democratic staff of

the House Judiciary Committee.

Conyers went on to produce a report entitled “Preserving

Democracy: What Went Wrong in Ohio,” which enumerated

“serious election irregularities in the Ohio presidential election,

which resulted in a significant disenfranchisement of voters.”

The report went on to make three recommendations: first, the

need to challenge the electors from Ohio; second, the need for

additional congressional hearings over the irregularities; and

third, the need to enact reforms with regard to electronic voting

machines and the casting and counting of provisional ballots.

Sources:

“2004 U.S. Election: An International Perspective,” Fair Election International,

http://www.truthinvoting.org/fairelectionreport.pdf and

http://www.nvri.org/about/ohio_conyers_report_010505.pdf; Brennan Center for

Justice; “In 5-Year Effort, Scant Evidence of Voter Fraud,” The New York Times,

April 12, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/12/washington/12fraud.html;

“In Final Days, Divided Electorate Expresses Anxiety,” The New York Times,

November 1, 2004, http://nytimes.com/2004/11/01/politics/campaign/01poll.html;,

“Voting Problems in Ohio Spur Call for Overhaul,” The New York Times,

December 24, 2004, http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/24/national/24vote.html.

Poll Watching
With little federal regulation, rules and restrictions on outside

monitors, or poll watchers, vary widely from state to state. Poll

watchers can be either neutral observers, voter advocates who

are interested in guaranteeing a fair process or partisan actors

interested in certain outcomes—including those who act as

challengers. Challengers are able to contest a particular voter’s

right to cast a ballot — the challenger role has been the source

of repeated controversy.

As part of its effort to comply with the Voting Rights Act, the

Department of Justice deploys its own monitors to certain

districts. In addition, nonpartisan “election protection”

monitors are often sent by civil rights groups. And international

poll monitors also sometimes observe U.S. elections.

Partisan challengers are often accused of intimidating voters,

and as a result, there are ongoing struggles over restrictions on

their activity. Limitations on outside poll watchers may include

barring them from certain areas of the polling place, limiting
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the number of monitors from a designated party, and

restricting the amount of contact permitted between monitors

and individual voters. Prior to the 2004 election, court

proceedings demonstrated some of the vagaries of the

restrictions. On Election Day, one U.S. district judge ruled that

poll watchers were not allowed to write down the license plate

numbers of voters at a polling place on a South Dakota Indian

reservation and deemed such tactics to be voter intimidation.

Fair Election International (FEI), a nonpartisan monitoring

group, concluded in its report on the 2004 election that partisan

challengers should be strictly limited. Noting that election

workers themselves are often party affiliates, the report argues

that additional party challengers are redundant and may

intimidate voters, even disrupt the voting process. The report

urges that questions about registration and eligibility be

resolved prior to actual voting and that outside challengers

should be prohibited from confronting voters individually.

Sources:

“2004 U.S. Election: An International Perspective,” Fair Election International,

http://www.truthinvoting.org/fairelectionreport.pdf; Brennan Center for Justice;

“What Is Voter Intimidation?” Slate, November 2, 2004,

http://www.slate.com/id/2109096/;http://www.usatoday.com/news/

politicselections/electionline.htm.
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Shanta Martin, an international elections observer from Australia,

interviews a volunteer pollworker in St. Louis as Election Day

cinematographer Jonathan Skurnick (right) captures the action.

Photo courtesy of Marcus Freeman



Help America Vote Act of 2002
On October 29, 2002, President George W. Bush

signed the Help America Vote Act of 2002, also

known as HAVA. The legislation aimed to

improve the administration of elections in the

United States, primarily through three means:

1. Creating a new federal agency to serve as
a clearinghouse for election administration
information

2. Providing states with funds to improve
election administration and replace
outdated voting systems

3. Creating minimum standards for states to
follow in several key areas of election
administration

HAVA also requires states to offer provisional ballots as a way

to ensure the vote of voters whose eligibility could not be

determined at the polls. However, provisional ballots proved to

be a point of contention in Ohio in the 2004 election. Under Ohio

state law, provisional ballots were only to be counted 11 days

following the election and were to be discarded if the voter was

deemed ineligible. In Ohio, 250,000 of these controversial

ballots were cast in 2004. It is unclear as to how many of those

votes were actually counted.

Currently, a uniform standard for counting provisional ballots

does not exist. Although states are required by federal law to

allow individuals to cast ballots, no federal law requires states

to count ballots under certain conditions.

Compliance with HAVA has varied greatly among the states.

Many large states and urban centers remain far from meeting

its requirements even as deadline after deadline has passed.

Another strong recommendation to come out of the 2000 and

2004 elections was removing partisan officials from the election

process and placing nonpartisan officials in charge. The FEI

report also noted the conflicts inherent in the current system of

elections — a system in which political partisans, including

elected and appointed officials, are the ones who set the voting

rules, shape election districts and administer the voting.

Although many believe that HAVA has inspired election reform,

certain lawmakers are critical of the act, alleging it has not

increased public confidence in the electoral system. It has been

said that some of the looser language in the HAVA bill can be

interpreted by state lawmakers in ways that will limit, rather

than expand, voting rights.

The full text of HAVA is available at

www.fec.gov/hava/hava.htm. The full FEI report is available at

www.truthinvoting.org/fairelectionreport.pdf.

Sources:

“2004 U.S. Election: An International Perspective,” Fair Election International,

http://www.truthinvoting.org/fairelectionreport.pdf; “20 Crucial Electoral Votes

May Be Stuck in Limbo,” The Washington Post, November 3, 2004,

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A20565-2004Nov3.html,

http://justice.gov/crt/voting/hava/hava.html and

http://www.demos.org/page54.cfm;

“Campaign ’08: On the National Front”, “Electronic voting is facing a recall;

officials are switching systems or trying to fix problems, even as they contend

with new laws and earlier primaries,” Ralph Vartabedian, Los Angeles Times.
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Republican poll-watcher and Committeeman Jim Fuchs

examines a ballot in a Chicago precinct after suspecting

that the voting machine was faulty.

Photo courtesy of Dana Kupper



Select Voter Populations Featured in
Election Day:

EX-FELONS

In 2004, more than 5 million Americans were not allowed to vote

due to a felony conviction. Of this group, 2 million had

completed incarceration, parole and probation. Laws vary

widely from state to state: In Maine and Vermont, those

convicted of felonies never lose the right to vote. In another 12

states, prisoners only lose the right to vote while incarcerated.

In five states, prisoners and parolees are prevented from voting,

and probationers are allowed to vote. Twenty states restore the

right to vote once full sentence is completed, including

probation. In 10 states, certain felony convictions can result in a

lifetime ban from voting. Of these, two (Kentucky and Virginia),

permanently disenfranchise everyone with a felony conviction.

Sources:

Brennan Center for Justice, http://www.brennancenter.org/page/-

/Democracy/Restoring%20the%20Right%20to%20Vote%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf and

charts at http://www.brennancenter.org/subpage.asp?key=38&proj_key=9042,

Manza, J. and Uggen, C., “Locked Out: Felon Disenfranchisement and American

Democracy (Studies in Crime and Public Policy)“, 2004; The Sentencing Project,

http://www.sentencingproject.org/tmp/File /fd_bs_peoplewithconvictions.pdf.
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Ex-felon Leon Batts votes for the first time in his life

in New York City, November 2, 2004.

Photo courtesy of Kate Milford



NATIVE AMERICANS

American Indians, representing about 1.5 percent of the U.S.

population, have played a crucial role in several recent

elections. The influence of American Indians is strongest in

states such as South Dakota, where tribal members constitute

8 percent of the population. Tribes have also played a key role

in North Dakota, New Mexico, Arizona and Washington. In an

electorate that is closely divided, a large shift in the vote of

Native Americans can sway an election — as was the case in

the 2002 reelection of Senator Tim Johnson, D-N.D., which was

based on a margin of 524 votes.

Source:

“Politicians Go Courting on Indian Reservations,”

The New York Times, September 23, 2004,

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/09/23/politics/campaign/23indians.html.

ARAB AMERICANS

Studies and polls over the last decade have shown that Arab

Americans have been highly involved in the political process. A

2000 poll found that 88.5 percent of Arab Americans over the

age of 18 were registered to vote and 82 percent watched a

presidential debate.

Source:

“Facts on Arab American Voters,” Arab American Institute,

http://aai.3cdn.net/7822e7f9ea4990cbc1_q8m6bxau3.pdf.

AFRICAN AMERICANS

According to the NAACP, in 2004, 67.9% of whites were

registered to vote compared with 64.4% of blacks, and 60.3% of

whites voted in comparison to 56.3% of blacks. Voter turnout for

African Americans was higher in 2004 than 2000, when 51.3% of

registered black voters cast votes.

A 2002 survey conducted by the Joint Center for for Political and

Economic Studies showed that 63% of African American voters

considered themselves Democrats, 24% identified as

Independents while 10% called themselves Republicans.

Sources:

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/4137295; http://www.naacp.org/advocacy/civic/.

YOUNG VOTERS

According to the Center for Information & Research on Civic

Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE), young people (ages 18-24)

represented the age group with the largest increase in voter

turnout between 2000 and 2004. In 2004, approximately 11.6

million American youth voted in the presidential election, which

represents an increase of more than 3 million from 2000 and

the greatest number of votes cast by 18- to 24-year-olds since

1972. Extensive voter outreach efforts, a close presidential

election, and high levels of interest in the 2004 campaign all

drove voter turnout among young people to levels not seen

since 1992.

Source:

http://www.civicyouth.org/PopUps/FactSheets/FS_Youth_Voting_72-04.pdf.
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Jim Fuchs, Chicago, Illinois: Jim, a Republican poll-watcher and
committeeman—*an underdog in a largely Democratic city*—
rushes from one polling place to the next, railing against the
notorious corruption in the Democratic "machine."

Brenda Holt, Quincy, Florida: Brenda is one of many volunteers
working to keep a close eye on the vote in this small town in the
Florida panhandle. The sheriff's race pits Morris Young as the
underdog against Deputy Sheriff Ed Spooner. If elected, Young would
become the first black sheriff in Gadsden County since
Reconstruction. The race is unexpectedly close, causing a late-night
suspenseful ballot count, which is closely monitored by Brenda and
other members of the community. Heightening the tension is the
memory of 2000, in which an exceptionally high percentage (12
percent) of votes in the county were deemed invalid due to techni-
calities, an anomaly that drew national attention.

Rashida Tlaib, Dearborn, Michigan: Rashida lives in one of the
largest Arab American communities in the United States, just
outside of Detroit. She is the advocacy coordinator for ACCESS, the
Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services in
Dearborn. Her husband, Fayez, a naturalized U.S. citizen who works
in the automotive industry, is voting for the first time in 2004.
Election day falls during the Ramadan holiday, and at sundown
Rashida and her extended family break their daily fast with a
traditional meal for the grownups and pizza for the kids.

Key People and Places Featured in Election Day
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Leon Batts, New York, New York: Fifty-year-old Leon, a former
prisoner with a felony conviction, votes for the first time in his life.
In the state of New York, ex-felons are eligible to vote after they have
completed their parole, but must re-register to vote when they
become eligible. Leon is not on the list of registered voters and
instead must vote on an affidavit ballot (New York’s version of a
provisional ballot). Weeks after the election, Leon learns that due to
registration errors, his registration was never processed and
therefore his vote was not counted.

Alzo Reddick, Orlando, Florida: Former state legislator Alzo, a
partisan Democrat, welcomes Kerry campaign volunteers to his
restaurant in a swing section of the city. Meanwhile, back in the
kitchen, the dishwasher, “Bossman,” laments his ineligibility to cast
a vote due to his ex-felon status. (In Florida, at the time of filming,
all ex-felons were permanently ineligible to vote.)

Shanta Martin, St. Louis, Missouri: An international elections
observer from Australia, Shanta observes polls in many parts of St.
Louis to see whether they meet international standards. In the
report that she later contributes to for Fair Election International,
she notes the great disparity in resources between polling places in
rich neighborhoods and polling places in poor neighborhoods.

Dan “Buzz” Deters, Cincinnati, Ohio: The brother of a Republican
candidate for county prosecutor, Buzz works to coordinate the
Deters campaign team. Deters is a write-in candidate, so Buzz’s
team is providing pencils to voters as they head into the polls.

Key People and Places Featured in Election Day
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Bob and Traci Buzbee, Sapulpa, Oklahoma: Bob and Traci both
work in a glass-bottle factory outside of Tulsa. Traci works the night
shift, opposite husband Bob’s day shift. Due to the high medical
costs associated with treating their son’s kidney disease, they work
these two shifts out of financial necessity although they continue to
hope for a more compatible and family-friendly work schedule.

Paula Thompson, Shaker Heights, Ohio: A first-time polling
place volunteer, Paula works at a crowded polling place trying to
facilitate the process for disgruntled voters in the suburbs of
Cleveland. At the end of the day, she helps one of the precincts tally
a portion of the ballots by hand, which is one of the responsibilities
of election poll-workers.

The Fisher family (Ted, Robbi, Bannen, Franny, Emmett and
Louis), Stockholm, Wisconsin: Organic farmers in a remote area
near the Minnesota border, Ted and Robbi home-school their three
children and make pizzas every Tuesday to supplement their
income. In Wisconsin and a handful of other states, eligible voters
can register and vote on the same day. Franny, who recently turned
18, registers and votes at the sleepy polling place in town (population
97).

Jason Drapeaux, Pine Ridge, South Dakota: Jason leads a
volunteer operation to get thousands of Native American voters to
the polls. The Pine Ridge Reservation covers hundreds of miles, and
many voters and poll-workers live far from their polling places. As
a result, part of the volunteer effort consists of driving voters to the
polls and bringing food to poll-workers over the course of the long
day. Tribal elections are held on the same day as the U.S. federal
election.

Key People and Places Featured in Election Day



Immediately after the film, you may want to

give people a few quiet moments to reflect on

what they have seen. If the mood seems tense,

you can pose a general question and give

people some time to themselves to jot down or

think about their answers before opening the

discussion.

Unless you think participants are so

uncomfortable that they can’t engage until they

have had a break, don’t encourage people to

leave the room between the film and the

discussion. If you save your break for an

appropriate moment during the discussion, you

won’t lose the feeling of the film as you begin

your dialogue.

One way to get a discussion going is to pose a

general question such as:

• If you could ask anyone in the film a single

question, who would you ask and what

would you ask them?

• A month from now, what do you think you

will remember most about this film?

• Did anything in this film surprise you? If

so, what? Why was it surprising?

• What insights or inspiration did you gain

from this film? What did you learn about

the film’s subjects and/or about yourself?

Media Literacy Analysis Questions

AUTHORSHIP AND PURPOSE(S)

• Who made this film? What was their purpose, and how do you
know?

• Who paid for this film and what might their interest be in supporting
a film on this particular topic from this particular perspective?

• Who is the target audience, and how do you know?

• Who might benefit from this film? Who might be harmed by it?

CONTENT

• What is this film about, and what makes you think that?

• What ideas, values, information and/or points of view are overt?
Implied?

• What is left out of the film’s message that might be important to
know?

TECHNIQUES

• What specific techniques does the filmmaker use?

• Why might the filmmaker have chosen those specific techniques?

INTERPRETATION

• How might different people understand this film differently?

• What is your interpretation of or reaction to this film, and what do
you learn about yourself from your interpretation or reaction?

• What kinds of actions might your take in response to this film?

CREDIBILITY

• When was this film made, and what contemporaneous events might
have influenced its content or approach?

• How credible is this film, and what makes you think that?

• How fair and accurate is this film?

• What are the sources of the film’s information, ideas or assertions?

Source:

Adapted from the Alliance for a Media Literate America’s Core Principles

for Media Literacy Education: www.AMLAinfo.org/CorePrinciples.
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Voting and Democracy

• Put yourself in the shoes of a nonpartisan, international

election observer. Given what you have seen in the film, how

would you rate the strength of the electoral process in the

United States? How would you rate the United States as a

model of fair election practices for other countries?

• Both Buzz Deters and a St. Louis poll worker call voting a

“privilege,” whereas Shanta, the international observer, argues

that voting is a “right.” In your view, is voting a “right” or a

“privilege”? What is the difference?

• In 2004, 2 million citizens who have completed their

incarceration, parole and probation were not allowed to vote.

Some states have permitted people who have completed all or

part of their sentences, like Leon, to regain the right to vote.

Others continue to prohibit ex-felons from voting, such as we

see in Florida with the dishwasher, nicknamed Bossman. What

is the impact of disenfranchising citizens who have been

convicted of felonies? In your view, should people convicted of

felony crimes lose their right to vote? Why or why not? And if so,

for how long?

• Both Leon and Jason run into community members who

don’t plan to vote. Are you persuaded by Leon’s and Jason’s

responses, invoking history (people have fought and died for

your right to vote) and responsibility (you have to represent

others in your community who have been disenfranchised)? If

you were in their shoes, how would you respond to someone

who thinks voting makes no difference? How might someone

like Fayez (who came from a place where there were essentially

no choices in elections) respond?
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Ex-felon Leon Batts holds up his ballot for the camera after voting

for the first time in his life in New York City, November 2, 2000.

Photo courtesy of Melba Williams



• The report from Fair Election International’s observers

(like Shanta) revealed that low-income areas of St. Louis had

fewer machines and poll workers than wealthier areas, and

according to voters waiting in line, the problem is not new. Why

should people outside St. Louis be concerned about the inequity

of voting resources? What are the implications of this inequity

for a healthy democracy? What do you think is the cause of this

resource disparity?

• Jason says, “If we show volumes of people voting, people

will think of Indian reservations differently.” What do you think

he meant? What is the political impact of people or groups that

can deliver large blocks of votes? In a representative

democracy, how do small communities and groups wield

power?

• A reporter asks Shanta if poll monitors add to the

confusion of the voting process, suggesting that there may be

“too many cooks in the kitchen.” In your view, how important

are poll watchers? Should every party with a candidate on the

ballot have an observer at every polling place? Do you think it is

better to have partisan or nonpartisan poll watchers? Explain

your reasoning. Who should pay for poll watchers?

• Would you describe any of the people in the film as

heroes? If so, what do they do that is heroic?

• In Election Day, we witness the electoral process not only

on a large-scale, federal level, but also on a smaller, more local

scale (e.g., Quincy, Florida). What are the issues in your

hometown that will directly affect you or your family members

in the next election?
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Citizens of Quincy, Florida campaign for Morris Young, a candidate

in the local sheriff's race, on November 2, 2004.

Photo courtesy of Kirsten Johnson



• As a result of organizing efforts between 2000 and 2004,

voter turnout on the Pine Ridge Reservation increased from 33

percent to 55 percent. In St. Louis, a poll worker brags to an

observer that they routinely see a turnout of higher than 50

percent, even though turnout across the county is usually

around 30 percent. If you were an organizer, would you be

satisfied with a 50 percent to 55 percent turnout? What do these

percentages suggest about the strength of American

democracy and the effectiveness of the electoral process? If you

had the opportunity, how would you convince someone that

their vote is important?

• According to the Institute for Democracy and Electoral

Assistance, from 1945 to 2008 the countries with consistently

high voter turnout in all elections (not just presidential ones)

are Italy, Seychelles and Cambodia. The United States ranks

139th. Do these statistics surprise you? Why do you think voter

turnout in the United States is so low compared with other

countries?

The Voting Process
• What kinds of things did you see in the film that either

encouraged or discouraged people from voting? What, if

anything, would you change about the voting process to

encourage more people to participate? The film follows voters

and poll workers in several different communities. Consider the

voting experiences in small towns and large urban centers.

What similarities and differences do you notice?

• Drawing from what you saw in the film, evaluate each of

the following voting procedures or proposed procedures:

o Registering people to vote at the Department of Motor

Vehicles

o Providing voters with a receipt recording their ballot

choices

o Requiring a complete paper record documenting all

votes at each polling place

o Allowing ex-felons to vote

o Registering and voting on the same day

o Voting on a weekend rather than a Tuesday (a workday

for most people)

o Giving everyone the day off on Election Day

o Requiring every citizen to vote by imposing a fine on

those who do not vote

o Giving people the choice to vote online rather than in

person

• Jim encounters a polling place that has run out of ballots.

He calls the Election Board only to discover that there is no way

to deliver extra ballots to the site before polls close; voters will

have no option but to vote by provisional ballot. What would you

do if your polling place ran out of ballots? If you were

Commissioner of Elections, what would you do to ensure that

no polling place ever ran out of ballots?

• In urban St. Louis, the wait to vote was more than two

hours. In wealthier St. Louis neighborhoods, there was no wait.

In your view, what is a reasonable length of time to ask people

to wait? What would you do to solve long waits?

• First-time voter 18-year-old Franny is able to register and

vote on the same day. Do you think your community would

support same-day registration and voting? Why or why not?

• Questioning the motives of people wearing Voting Rights

Team jackets, whom he identifies as campaigning for Kerry,

Buzz says, “No one is having their vote taken away.” Given

everything you saw in the film, do you think there were people

who did have their vote taken away? How might the structure of

the process itself, as opposed to intentional corruption, take

away or guarantee people’s vote?
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Your Voting Choices
• How was what you saw in the film like or unlike your

own voting experience? How could your voting experience be

improved? What could you do to help bring about that

improvement?

• An Oklahoma worker finds gay marriage to be an

important issue, while his coworker does not. What are the

most important issues to you and why? How do those issues

influence your vote? In addition to their positions on specific

issues, what other kinds of criteria do you use to evaluate

candidates?

• Where do people in the film seem to get information

about the candidates and issues? Where do you and your

friends and family get such information? Which sources of

information do you find most credible and what makes them

credible?

• Rashida thinks about taking down a sign she sees:

“Osama loves Kerry.” Would you have removed the sign? Why

or why not? How do you distinguish between campaign

rhetoric and hate speech, or speech that may be distasteful

and speech that should be illegal?
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• If you are not already

registered, register to vote and

encourage others to do so as

well. You can register at your

local post office, county

elections office or library.

Confirm your registration

ahead of Election Day by

looking for notices in the mail,

visiting your Secretary of

State's website or calling your

local election official. If you are

already a registered voter, offer

to help someone else register

by taking them to register or

picking up a registration form

for them.

• Sign up to work as a

pollworker on Election Day with

your local board of elections

and recruit your friends to join you. Most communities pay

pollworkers for the day's work.

• Volunteer to observe a polling place with a non-partisan

monitoring group, such as Election Protection. You can also

often observe the vote counting.

• Work to ensure that election officials conduct an audit of

their election equipment to ensure that the tally was accurate.

• Investigate the training of poll workers, election board

members, and others who facilitate elections. Share

suggestions for ways that the training might be improved.

• Attend public meetings of your local board of elections to

find out about the allocation of resources in your community on

Election Day. Come up with a list of questions to ask, which may

include: Will there be enough staff and machines at busy

locations? Will there be enough regular ballots available? Are

translated materials easily accessible? Are there emergency

paper ballots available if machines fail?

• Find out what the policy is in your state about ex-felons

being able to vote. If what you find doesn't conform to your

views, work to change the policy.

• Research proposed legislation that would affect how

elections are run, at both a state and federal level. Bills are

often filed to deal with Election Day voter registration, voting by

mail and election equipment. Call, write or email your state or

U.S. representatives to express your support or opposition to

pending bills..
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Citizens of Quincy, Florida anxiously await the results in the local

sheriff's race on November 2, 2004.

Photo courtesy of Kirsten Johnson



FILM-RELATED WEB SITES

Original Online Content on P.O.V. Interactive
(www.pbs.org/pov)

P.O.V.’s Election Day
www.pbs.org/pov/electionday

The Election Day companion website offers a full, streaming

version of the film for 30 days after broadcast, a streaming

video trailer of the film, an interview with filmmaker Katy

Chevigny (video, podcast and text), a list of related websites,

organizations and books, a downloadable discussion guide,

activities for use in the classroom, and the following special

features:

ADDITIONAL VIDEO

Follow the story of a disabled voter and find out more

about what frustrated Jim Fuchs, the Republican poll

watcher in Chicago, on Election Day. Watch two clips not

included in the broadcast version of the film.

MAKING ELECTIONS BETTER

We ask a roundtable of election experts: What’s the one

thing you would tell people to do to make the American

election system better? They weigh in with what you can

do to improve things at the polls.

ELECTION FAQ

We answer frequently asked questions about the election

system, for example: Why are voting laws so different from

state to state? What’s a poll watcher, and how can you

become one? If you have a related question, ask it in the

comments. An expert will answer select viewer questions

on the P.O.V. blog during the week after Election Day is

broadcast on P.O.V.

Voting Resources

BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE:

VOTING RIGHTS & ELECTIONS

www.brennancenter.org/content/section/category/
voting_rights_elections

The Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School

of Law is a nonpartisan institute with a focus on democracy and

justice. Their website offers information and resources on

various election issues, from voter fraud to post-conviction

voting.

COMMON CAUSE: ELECTION REFORM

www.commoncause.org

Common Cause is a nonpartisan, nonprofit advocacy organi-

zation, and their election reform campaign aims to increase

access to voting and safeguard the accuracy of the voting

system.

DEMOS

www.demos.org/page22.cfm

Demos is a nonpartisan research and advocacy organization

that promotes civic engagement by helping to shape public

policy governing elections. Its website includes a variety of

resources for organizers. This link takes users directly to a

section dedicated to regaining voting rights for citizens with

felony convictions.
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What’s Your P.O.V.?
P.O.V.’s online Talking Back Tapestry is a colorful,
interactive representation of your feelings about
Election Day .
Listen to other P.O.V. viewers talk about the film
and add your thoughts by calling 1-800-688-4768.
www.pbs.org/pov/talkingback.html

http://www.pbs.org/pov/talkingback.html


AMERICAN UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR DEMOCRACY AND

ELECTION MANAGEMENT (CDEM)

http://www.american.edu/ia/cdem/index.cfm

The CDEM has three goals — education, research and public

engagement around the full gamut of democracy and election-

related issues. The center works to fill the gap between

abstract academic research on democracy and the work of the

many practitioners administering and monitoring elections all

over the world.

PEW CENTER ON THE STATES: ELECTIONLINE.ORG

www.pewcenteronthestates.org/
initiatives_detail.aspx?initiativeID=34044

Electionline.org is a nonpartisan, non-advocacy website with

constantly updated news and analysis about election reform

around the country. Visitors can sign up for newsletters to get

regular updates.

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION: VOTING RIGHTS

www.aclu.org/votingrights

The American Civil Liberties Union works to ensure voting

rights for all Americans. Their website offers news and

resources about the political developments which may impact

your civil rights.

PROJECT VOTE

www.projectvote.org

A functioning democracy requires as much voter participation

as possible. Project Vote is a nonpartisan, non-profit organi-

zation that has been devoted to registering and mobilizing

low-income and minority voters since 1982.

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION: VOTER

INFORMATION CENTER

www.eac.gov/voter

The Voter Information Center at the U.S. Election Assistance

Commission offers information and resources on how citizens

can make sure their votes count, at every step of the election

process.

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR FAIR ELECTIONS

http://nationalcampaignforfairelections.org

This advocacy campaign, which is an initiative of the Lawyers'

Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and supported by the

filmmakers of Election Day, leads a nonpartisan voter

protection coalition that pushes for legislation to ensure fair

elections in America.

FAIR VOTE

www.fairvote.org

Fair Vote is an advocacy organization that publishes research

and policy reports on the election system and aims to achieve

universal access to participation.

THE SENTENCING PROJECT: FELONY

DISENFRANCHISEMENT

www.sentencingproject.org/IssueAreaHome.aspx?IssueID=4

5.3 millions individuals are denied the right to vote because of a

felony conviction. The Sentencing Project, a research and

advocacy organization for a fair criminal justice system,

distributes news and publications about felon disenfran-

chisement.
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U.S. Election History

STEALING DEMOCRACY

www.stealingdemocracy.com

Spencer Overton is the author of Stealing Democracy, a

Professor of Law at George Washington University and an

advisor to Election Day. Stealing Democracy chronicles voter

suppression and the manipulation of election rules in America.

Read excerpts from the book and learn facts about election

fraud at the Stealing Democracy website.

THE HISTORY CHANNEL:

THE HISTORY OF U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

www.history.com/minisites/uselections

Learn about the history of the United States Presidential

Elections through videos, images and more in this interactive

website.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE:

INTRODUCTION TO FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS LAWS

www.usdoj.gov/crt/voting/intro/intro.htm

This website, maintained by the United States Department of

Justice, gives a short history of the Voting Rights Act, a key

piece of legislation that protects the voting rights of minorities.

U.S. CENSUS BUREAU:

2004 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION FACTS

www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/releases/archives/
facts_for_features_special_editions/010725.html

Read a short compilation of interesting facts and demographics

about the 2004 election. More detailed information can be found

in the Census Bureau's report, Voting and Registration in the

Election of November 2004(PDF).

DISPUTED ELECTIONS ARE AN AMERICAN TRADITION

http://hnn.us/articles/8242.html

This article from George Mason University's History News

Network, first published in 2000, takes a look at disputed

elections throughout American history.

Civic Engagement

NATIONAL CIVIL LEAGUE

www.ncl.org

The website of the National Civil League includes a variety of

resources designed to help people increase the level of civic

engagement in their communities.

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

www.lwv.org

The website of the nonpartisan League of Women Voters

provides information about civic participation as well as links to

major organizations focused on voting.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTION PROJECT

http://elections.gmu.edu/voter_turnout.htm

The United States Election Project, run by Professor Michael

McDonald, George Mason University, collects and analyzes

voter turnout statistics.

ROCK THE VOTE

www.rockthevote.com

Rock the Vote is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization founded

in 1990 in response to a wave of attacks on freedom of speech

and artistic expression. Rock the Vote engages youth in the

political process by incorporating the entertainment community

and youth culture into its activities. From actors to musicians,

comedians to athletes, Rock the Vote harnesses cutting-edge

trends and pop culture to make political participation cool.

GENERATIONENGAGE

www.generationengage.org

GenerationEngage is a nonpartisan youth–civic-engagement

initiative that connects young Americans to political leaders, to

other civic organizations and to meaningful debate about the

future they will inherit.
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOR VOTER EMPOWERMENT (SAVE)

http://savevoting.org

SAVE is a national nonpartisan, nonprofit organization, founded

and run by students, with a mission to increase youth voter

turnout by removing access barriers and promoting stronger

civic education.

LEAGUE OF YOUNG VOTERS

www.theleague.com

The League of Young Voters makes politics relevant to young

people by meeting young people where they are, working on

issues that affect their lives, and providing tools and training to

enable them to be viable players and winners in the political

game.

LAWYERS’ COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW

www.lawyerscommittee.org

The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law is a

nonpartisan, nonprofit organization dedicated to securing,

through the rule of law, equal justice under law. The major

objective of the Lawyers’ Committee is to use the skills and

resources of the bar to obtain equal opportunity for minorities

by addressing factors that contribute to racial justice and

economic opportunity.

DEMOCRACY MATTERS

www.democracymatters.org

Democracy Matters informs and engages college students and

communities in an effort to strengthen U.S. democracy. With

campus-based chapters throughout the country, the organi-

zation focuses on the issue of private money in politics and

other pro-democracy reforms.

NAACP

www.naacp.org

The mission of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People is to ensure the political, educational, social and

economic equality of rights of all persons and to eliminate

racial hatred and racial discrimination.

PBS and NPR

PBS

NOW: BURNING QUESTIONS

www.pbs.org/now/election-2008/questions.html

Many critical election issues go under-reported by the

mainstream media, leaving voters with what we call "burning

questions," which cover everything from the integrity of

electronic voting to targeted voter suppression. This website

attempts to address some of these questions with the award-

winning NOW on PBS and online investigations.

THE ONLINE NEWSHOUR:

VOTE 2008 | STATES GRAPPLE WITH FELON VOTING RIGHTS

www.pbs.org/newshour/vote2008/jan-june08/
felonvoting_04-10.html

Millions of Americans are not allowed to vote due to previous

felony convictions. Jon Lewis reports on the increasing number

of Americans who go away to prison and don't come back with

the same rights and opportunities.

NOW: WILL THE 2008 ELECTION BE FAIR?

www.pbs.org/now/shows/348/index.html

How safe is your right to vote? Former Justice Department

official and voting rights lawyer David Becker, who worked

under both President George W. Bush and former President Bill

Clinton, alleges a systematic effort to deny the vote to hundreds

of thousands, possibly millions, of Americans. In a revealing

interview with NOW's David Brancaccio, Becker openly worries

that the 2008 election will not be free and fair. Is our

government part of the solution, or part of the problem?
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THE ONLINE NEWSHOUR:

ELECTRONIC VOTING RAISES FEARS

www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/july-dec06/
electronic_11-02.html

After the problems of the 2000 presidential elections, electronic

voting machines were designed to make casting and counting

ballots easier and more accurate. But recent problems

encountered in several states using the new machines have

raised concerns about their reliability and susceptibility to

fraud.

NOW: BLOCK THE VOTE

www.pbs.org/now/shows/235/index.html

Across the nation, states have enacted new laws supposedly

designed to prevent voter fraud and avoid election-day

debacles. But qualified voters may also be left out in the cold,

especially minorities, the poor, the elderly and the disabled.

NOW looks at several states where these new rules may keep

voters away from the polls in November.

THE JOURNAL EDITORIAL REPORT: STEALING ELECTIONS

www.pbs.org/wnet/journaleditorialreport/110504/
stealing.html

In his book, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our

Democracy, John Fund describes a haphazard, fraud-prone

elections system that, he suggests, imperils the world's leading

democracy. Browse a photo essay on voter fraud.

NPR

NEWS & NOTES:

WILL VOTER ID LAW DISENFRANCHISE VOTERS

www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=90102916

In 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld an Indiana law that

requires voters to show government-issued photo identification

before casting a ballot. Listen as Farai Chideya talks with

Sherrilyn Ifill — a civil rights lawyer and professor at the

University of Maryland School of Law — and Ron Christie, vice

president of the lobbying firm, DC Navigators.

WEEKEND EDITION:

A HISTORY OF DISENFRANCHISED FLORIDA VOTERS

www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=88019891

Voters in Florida are at the center of a presidential nomination

dispute. Essayist Diane Roberts talks about Florida's history of

voter disenfranchisement and how Democratic voters there can

avoid being cut out of this year's important primary election.

NEWS & NOTES:

A CLOSER LOOK: VOTING FAIRNESS IN AMERICA

www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=87952106

Farai Chideya leads a discussion on America's modern

democratic process and whether the current electoral system

is fair. She's joined by William Poundstone, author of Gaming

the Vote: Why Elections Aren't Fair, and What We Can Do About It;

and Robert Traynham, D.C. bureau chief for the Comcast cable

network, CN8.

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED:

FEDERAL PANEL ON VOTER FRAUD SCRUTINIZED

www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=12385655

The Election Assistance Commission, a group responsible for

finding good voting technologies and distributing federal funds,

is being examined by congressional committees. It drew

Democratic complaints when it reported that the amount of

vote fraud is unclear.
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To order Election Day, go to www.electiondaythemovie.com
or ARTS ENGINE / BIG MOUTH FILMS www.artsengine.net

The See it On PBS logo is a trademark of the Public Broadcasting Service and is used with permission. All rights reserved.

Produced by American Documentary, Inc. and
entering its 21st season on PBS, the award-
winning P.O.V. series is the longest-running series

on television to feature the work of America’s best contemporary-issue
independent filmmakers. Airing Tuesdays at 10 p.m., June through
October, with primetime specials during the year, P.O.V. has brought
more than 250 award-winning documentaries to millions nationwide
and now has a Webby Award–winning online series, P.O.V.’s Borders.
Since 1988, P.O.V. has pioneered the art of presentation and outreach
using independent nonfiction media to build new communities in
conversation around today’s most pressing social issues. More
information about P.O.V. is available online at www.pbs.org/pov.

Major funding for P.O.V. is provided by PBS, The John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, The
Educational Foundation of America, The Fledgling Fund, New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs, New York State Council on the Arts,
Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, The September 11th Fund, and
public television viewers. Funding for P.O.V.'s Diverse Voices Project is
provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. P.O.V. is presented
by a consortium of public television stations, including KCET Los
Angeles, WGBH Boston and Thirteen/WNET New York.

P.O.V. Community Engagement and Education

P.O.V. provides Discussion Guides for all films as well as curriculum-
based P.O.V. Lesson Plans for select films to promote the use of
independent media among varied constituencies. Available free online,
these originally produced materials ensure the ongoing use of P.O.V.’s
documentaries with educators, community workers, opinion leaders,
and general audiences nationally. P.O.V. also works closely with local
public-television stations to partner with local museums, libraries,
schools, and community-based organizations to raise awareness of the
issues in P.O.V.’s films.

P.O.V. Interactive

www.pbs.org/pov

P.O.V.’s award-winning Web department produces a Web-only
showcase for interactive storytelling, P.O.V.’s Borders. It also produces
a Web site for every P.O.V. presentation, extending the life of P.O.V. films
through community-based and educational applications, focusing on
involving viewers in activities, information and feedback on the issues.
In addition, www.pbs.org/pov houses our unique Talking Back feature,
filmmaker interviews, viewer resources and information on the P.O.V.
archives as well as myriad special sites for previous P.O.V. broadcasts.

American Documentary, Inc.

www.americandocumentary.org

American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company
dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting contemporary stories
that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in mainstream-
media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public culture, developing
collaborative strategic-engagement activities around socially relevant
content on television, online and in community settings. These activities
are designed to trigger action, from dialogue and feedback to
educational opportunities and community participation.

Front cover: A volunteer on the Pine Ridge Reservation prepares to

mobilize Native American voters on November 2, 2004.
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